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S&S/Reboot you in 48 hours!

CLUTTER-FREE
clarity
■ Begin with clearing all the clutter from 
your bedroom. Clutter is stuck energy; when
it accumulates, energy stagnates. When you
clear physical clutter your are also clearing
mental clutter. Energy surrounds all things
and every item of clutter has memory
attached to it. By clearing this physically, 
you will be releasing this mentally from 
your life as well. 
■ Keep wall colours light and neutral. Avoid
bold or busy patterned wallpaper as this can
interfere with your sleep.  
■ Position your bed so that its head is against
the wall, as this offers protection and support,
and make sure that it is not in direct line with
the door or under a window. When your bed is
not positioned correctly it can cause disrupted
sleep, which in turn leads to a difficult day
ahead. Ensure your bed is positioned to
maximise a restful and peaceful sleep.
■ Make sure the bed is not under any over-
hanging cupboards, sloping ceiling or beams
– these may cause stress, headaches and
distressed sleep.
■ Do not place heavy artwork above the head
of your bed – this will cause a congested mind
and can even be a safety hazard.
■ Ensure you have space to walk on both
sides of the bed. This is especially vital if you
are in or want a relationship.

■ Place crisp white cotton sheets on the bed.
White symbolises peace, simplicity and
clarity. As philosopher G. K Chesterton said:
“White...is not a mere absence of colour; it is
a shining and affirmative thing, as fierce as
red, as definite as black...God paints in many
colours; but He never paints so gorgeously,
as when He paints in white.”
■ Place a bedside table either side of the bed
to provide support and stability.
■ Avoid any electrical appliances in the
bedroom, to reduce electromagnetic pollution.
It has been scientifically proved electrical
appliances placed close to us for a lengthy
period of time can cause a reduction in our
own energy, which leads to low energy levels.
So switch off sockets near your bed before
sleep and keep mobile phones and laptops in
a different room. 
■ The door to the bedroom should be hung to
face the wall so that someone entering the
room can’t see the bed straight away. The
door acts like a shield for us while we sleep,
offering protection and security.
■ Any artwork in your room should be calm
and inspiring so that the first thing you see
before you sleep and when you wake up 
is something that brings you joy.
■ Ensure there are no mirrors reflecting you
while you sleep, as this can prevent you from
relaxing fully.

■ Don’t place
photos of
previous lovers,
parents, children and
religious figures in the
bedroom. This is because if you
want to meet a new partner you need to leave
this energy open for them.
■ Open the windows regularly to let the
energy be renewed and refreshed. Energy
needs to be able to circulate freely in the
bedroom, as when you breathe in stale air it
can affect your health and wellbeing.

Aromatherapy Essences
✔ Lavender is a calm and cleansing
essence, which aids a restful sleep. Sprinkle a
few drops on your pillow at night.

✔ Ylang Ylang is an Indonesian flower which
encourages positive emotions and creates a
natural aphrodisiac. Spray this when you are
in need of some positive vibes.

✔ Grapefruit is a balancing and revitalising
essence. Spray this first thing in the morning
to uplift your energy.

Don’t place anything under
the bed, as energy should 
be able to circulate freely

here, especially if you want
to start a family. If you have
storage drawers under your
bed, make sure they only

contain clean linen 
and towels

The bed should be
wooden because wood
is a natural material,
and you should have a
solid wooden or fabric
headboard to provide
support and stability  

Place a pink orchid in
the corner, diagonally
opposite the bedroom
door. Orchids are one of
the only flowers that
produce oxygen at night so
they’re ideal for the
bedroom. When placed
diagonally opposite the
bedroom door they will
activate good health

Place rose quartz crystals and a
candle on both bedside tables to
activate love chi for yourself,
especially if you would like to
attract the love of another. Light
the candles regularly as they
create warm light and a soothing
atmosphere in the bedroom.
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